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Something about me...
QIP Expertise + Inspiration: Topological Quantum Computation
Related physics expertise
- Anyons.
* Theory (TQFT/anyon models)
* 2D Systems/models with anyons
* Detection/devices - anyon interferometers
- Quantum Hall Physics
* Trial wave functions
* Edge/entanglement excitation spectra (CFT),
* Point contacts/interferometers
- Theory of topological phase transitions
* Anyon condensation
* Quenches
- Majorana wires and generalizations
* Error processes, resonances
* Graph braiding

Quantum Hall Interferometry – Detecting non-Abelian Anyons
Top view of Hall interferometer
Type a anyon under top gate

a

Currents runs along the edges,
Tunneling at constrictions (F)
(Type b anyons tunnel)
Area varied with side gate S

b

Tunneling amplitudes t1,t2, unitaries U1,U2 applied to red/green paths,
Geometric+Aharonov-Bohm phase β varied with gate S; gives interference pattern,
Θ and M are effects from braiding of anyons of type a and b.

Interference suppressed by |M|: effect from non-Abelian braiding!
(Can even have |M|=0. Then see no interference for some topological charges a! Expected at

ν=5/2)

J. Nakamura, S. Liang, G. C. Gardner & M. J. Manfra,
Nature Physics 16, 931 (2020); Preprint arXiv:2006.14115

BREAKING NEWS!!!
Abelian braiding detected!

Colour plot of measured interference current's phase, expected:
Here, θanyon=1/3
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M.Fremling, N.Moran, JKS and S.H.Simon
Trial wave functions for a Composite Fermi liquid on a torus
Phys.Rev.B 97, 035149, 2018

Fermi balls at 15 particles

More recently...

Shining our light on
Composite Fermions

Torus energy landscapes compared
Overlaps are also very good
(for CF groundstates – dark points)

Discovering Anyon Models by Computer

Consistency:
Pentagon/Hexagon equations
Finite number of anyon models
With N topological charges
Periodic table of modular anyon models (Z. Wang)

AnyonWiki – with Gert Vercleyen

Aaron Conlon, Domenico Pellegrino, JKS, Shane Dooley, Graham Kells
Error generation and propagation in Majorana-based topological qubits
Phys. Rev. B 100, 134307, 2019

Quantum Wires

Fusion and Braiding on Graphs / Wire Networks
Compatibility of Braiding and Fusion on Wire Networks
Aaron Conlon, JKS
arXiv:2202.08207

One of the graph hexagon equations.
(different from the planar hexagons – new types of anyons!)

Topological Quantum Computation: topological phases
Kitaev honeycomb spin-1/2 lattice system
The phase diagram exhibits
• Abelian toric code phase
• non-Abelian Ising topological phase

Our solution using
• Jordan-Wigner fermionization
• Bogoliubov-de Gennes formalism
Kells, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 240404 (2008)
Kells et al., Phys. Rev. B 80, 125415 (2009)

Generalizations: Yao-Kivelson and our Square-Octagon models
The phase diagram of Square-Octagon
model has two non-Abelian phases
• Ising topological phase n=±1
• SU(2)2 phase
n=±3
Kells et al., Phys. Rev. B 81, 1104429 (2010)
Kells et al., New J. Phys. 13, 095014 (2011)
Kells et al., Phys. Rev. B 89, 075122 (2014)

Figure 8. Change of the energy eigenvalues of the six eigenstates closest
to E = 0 for various vortex conﬁgurations. One of the vortices is kept
ﬁxed at its initial position at the plaquette (20, 60) while the other is
moved toward the defect end point at the position (20, 20) .

four zero-energy eigenstates appear in two pairs; one pair
contains zero modes localized at the vortices and the other at the
defect end points.
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correspond to the dynamics of the initial states whose zero
Using methods applicable to finite size systems, (e.g. the generalized one-particle density matrix, eigenstate enmodes are localized around the vortices. The bottom two sets
tanglement entropy, inverse zero modes coherence length) we identify a regime of parameter space in the vicinity
of the non-interacting limit where topological superconductivity survives together with a significant violation
of Eigenstate-Thermalisation-Hypothesis (ETH) at finite energy-densities. We further identify an anomalous
behaviour of the von Neumann entanglement entropy which can be attributed to the prethermalisation-like effects that occur due to lack of hybridization between high-energy eigenstates reflecting an approximate particle
conservation law. In this regime the system tends to thermalise to a generalised Gibbs ensemble (as opposed to
the grand canonical ensemble). Moderate disorder tends to drive the system towards stronger hybridization and
a standard thermal ensemble, where the approximate conservation law is violated. This behaviour is cutoff by
strong disorder which obstructs many body effects thus violating ETH and reducing the entanglement entropy.

arXiv:2001.10282v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 28 Jan 2020

Topological Quantum Computation: defects and Majorana fermions
Dynamics of Majorana bound states

• annihilation of Majorana states bound to mobile
vortices and static line defect end-points

Constrained thermalization and topological
superconductivity
• Majorana chains with interactions U and disorder W
• numerical phase diagram and entanglement entropy

PACS numbers: 74.78.Na, 74.20.Rp, 03.67.Lx, 73.63.Nm, 05.30.Ch

New J. Phys. 20 (2018) 053023

I.

J Brennan and J Vala

INTRODUCTION

The possibility of realising Majorana bound states in proximity coupled systems [1–9] has spurred a great deal of activity over the last decade [10–20]. Much of this stems from
the belief that quantum devices based on symmetry protected
topological order (SPTO), are a promising platform for quantum information processing as they are robust against many
common forms of decoherence [21–25].
With the aspiration of enhancing the stability of these systems at higher temperatures, in recent years there has also
been a growing interest in the behaviour of these systems
at energies well above the topological gap. In this respect,
one exciting prospect is that it may be possible for regions of
FIG. 1. Average inverse coherence length h1/⇠i (red) and occuthe topological parameter space to coincide with interacting
pation number discontinuity h ni (blue), plotting with increasing
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interaction with the environment (see [37–51]) can be suppressed.
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Brennan, Vala, J. Phys. Chem. A 120, 3326 (2016)
Bolukbasi, Vala, New J. Phys. 14, 045007 (2012)
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Nulty et al., Phys. Rev. B 102, 054508 (2020)

Generalization of the Kitaev model on higher genus surfaces

• lattice on a surface of an arbitrary genus is composed from lattices on genus 2 surfaces that tesselate an octagon
• the ground state degeneracy depends on genus and even/odd lattice size and changes at the phase transition

Brennan, Vala, New J. Phys. 20, 053023 (2018)

changes of the Hamiltonian of the model. We therefore prefer to work with the original lattice which preserves
the form of the Hamiltonian. We will, nevertheless, need to deﬁne the vortex operator for the defect plaquette

Quantum Computing Gates and Circuits
Cartan decomposition of two-qubit operations
Local equivalence

• two operations are locally equivalent if they have the same entangling power
• follows from the SU(4) Cartan decomposition and local invariance theory

Stochastic
Optical Quantum
Circuit
Simulator
Classification
of two-qubit
operations
in terms of local equivalence classes

[SWAP]

• follows from the Cartan decomposition
and local invariant theory

Polyhedron of perfect entanglers
Definition
A two qubit gate is called a perfect entangler
if it can produce a maximally entangled state
from a product state.

How large portion of all two-qubit
gates are perfect entanglers?

[I]
[B]
[CNOT]

[DCNOT]

Watts, Vala, Entropy 15, 1963–1984 (2013)

Quantum Control
Quantum control towards a target given
by an entire local equivalence class
• significant convergence speedup
• example: implementation of B-gate in an effective
spin model:
Mueller et al., Phys. Rev. A 84, 042315 (2011)

Quantum control to perfect entanglers
• example: transmon qubits

Goerz et al. Phys. Rev. A 91, 062307 (2015)
Watts et al., Phys. Rev. A 91, 062306 (2015)

Photonic Quantum Computing

DTIF Project QCoIr

SOQCS Stochastic Optical Quantum Circuit Simulator
Circuit
Detector

Emitter

Stochastic emitter

Detector statistics

Osca, Vala, publication in preparation (2022).

•
•
•
•
•
•

efficient numerical encoding of photonic quantum states
numerical implementation of linear optics elements
stochastic implementation of imperfect emitters
reproducing correct detector statistics
implemented partial photon distinguishability/visibility
implemented lossy optical elements

Excellent agreement of SOQCS simulations with analytical and published results
•

example: beamsplitter with partial photon distinguishability/visibility
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Tichy, J. Phys. B: At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 47 103001 (2014)
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